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This is the abstract for the talk
“Category Theory as An Excuse to Learn Type Theory”
that I (← Eduardo Ochs) will present at the
“Encontro Brasileiro em Teoria das Categorias” in 2021jan29.
For more info, see:
https://encontrocategorico.mat.br/
https://encontrocategorico.mat.br/programacao/
http://angg.twu.net/math-b.html#2021-excuse-tt

Several years ago I tried to study Topos Theory “seriously” for the first
time... and I got stuck. The books explained everything in a way that was
too abstract for me, mentioning concrete examples either very briefly or not
at all, drawing only tiny a fraction of the diagrams that seemed to be implicit
in the text, and leaving all the details as exercises for the readers. My slogan
became: “I need a version for children of all this!”
A few years after that I found a first definition of “for children” that
was good enough. “Adults” prefer to start by theorems that are as general
as possible, and then specialize them; “children” prefer to start by playing
with finite objects, then develop (visual) intuitions about how they behave,
and then understand the theorems – both in the finite cases, that are easy
to visualize, and in the general, most abstract cases. The nice thing is that
we can work in the general case, “for adults”, and in a particular case, “for
children”, in parallel, using diagrams that have exactly the same shape, and
that can be draw side by side – and we can transfer knowledge from the
general case, “for adults”, to the particular case “for children”, and back. The
paper “Planar Heyting Algebras for Children” is about this; this transference
of knowledge is not totally formalized yet – we only have a few examples now,
and we need many more to understand the patterns.
Let’s consider another situation. Suppose that we want to learn Category
Theory from a book – from Mac Lane’s “Categories for The Working Mathematician”, for example. Before taking one of its constructions and working
on it using two parallel diagrams with the same shape, one for the general
abstract case and one for a particular case that is more concrete, we need to
be able to draw the diagram for the construction as it appears in the book,
using the same notation as in the book if possible. The techniques for doing
that will form the core of this presentation – we will see how to translate the
language in CWM to diagrams that can be read in a precise way, and how to
translate these diagrams to a language that is close enough to the language
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that is used by proofs assistants based on type theories with dependent types.
We will also see a “Type Theory for Children”, in which the basic concepts of
Type Theory are presented “for adults” and “for children” in parallel, using
diagram with the same shapes; and we will see how to translate a part of the
notation to Haskell and Idris, and to their type systems.
Most of the material in the previous paragraph comes from the (non?-)
paper “On my favorite conventions for drawing the missing diagrams in Category Theory”, available from:
http://angg.twu.net/math-b.html#favorite-conventions
The presentation will be in Portuguese, but with slides in English.
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